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Abstrat
We show that the investigation of universal models in Topos
Theory an shed light on problems of denability in Logi as well as
on the investigation of De Morgan's law and the law of exluded
middle on Grothendiek toposes.
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1
1 Introdution
This paper is devoted to a general study of universal models in Topos
Theory with a partiular emphasis on their appliations to denability by
geometri formulae and to the investigation of the law of exluded middle
and De Morgan's law on Grothendiek toposes.
In the seond setion, we establish a logial ompleteness result for
universal models. This fat has many ramiations, some of whih are
explored in the third setion. Here, among other results, we derive an
expliit desription of universal models of theories of presheaf type and for
any suh theory T, we establish a duality between the ategory of nitely
presented models of T and the full subategory of the syntati ategory of
T on the formulae whih present a T-model; in this setion, we also prove a
denability theorem for theories of presheaf type.
The fourth setion is devoted to desribing the universal models for
quotients T′ of a theory of presheaf type T. This is done for a quotient T′ of
T in terms of the Grothendiek topology on the opposite of the ategory of
nitely presentable T-models whih orresponds to T′ via the duality of
Theorem 3.6 [2℄. These Grothendiek topologies are then desribed in
several ases of interest, and aordingly natural desriptions of the
universal models of the orresponding quotients are ahieved; in this
ontext, we also derive a suient ondition for a quotient T′ of T to have
enough models.
In the fth setion, we disuss the relevane of universal models for the
investigatation of denability of ertain properties by geometri formulae;
we observe that if U is a universal model of a theory T over a signature Σ
in a topos E then every subobjet of UA1 × · · · × UAn (for any sorts
A1, . . . , An of Σ) is denable by a geometri formula and hene the lattie
of subobjets of UA1 × · · · × UAn in E is isomorphi to the lattie of
subobjets of {xA1 , . . . , xAn . ⊤} in the syntati ategory CT of T; as a
onsequene, the operation of pseudoomplementation in CT, whih plays a
key role in our denability issues, aquires a natural semanti interpretation
in terms of the universal model of T. This leads us to establish a
onnetion between denability of ertain properties and validity of ertain
formulae in the universal model. The validity of suh formulae is then
shown to be related to the law of exluded middle and to De Morgan's law
on toposes, and a thorough analysis of all these onnetions is arried out
in the sixth setion of the paper.
In the last setion, we present some appliations in Algebra of the theory
developed in the paper.
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2 Logial ompleteness of universal models
Conerning notation, given two Grothendiek toposes E and F and a
Grothendiek topology J on a small ategory C, we denote by Geom(E ,F)
the ategory of geometri morphisms from E to F and by Flat(C, E) (resp.
FlatJ(C, E)) the ategory of at funtors (resp. J-ontinuous at funtors)
from C to E . We denote by BTop the 2-ategory of Grothendiek toposes,
geometri morphisms and geometri transformations between them.
Denition 2.1. Let T be a geometri theory. A T-model U in a
Grothendiek topos G is said to be a universal model of T if for any
T-model M in a Grothendiek topos F there exists a unique (up to
isomorphism) geometri morphism f : F → G suh that f ∗(U) ∼= M .
Remark 2.2. We note that, by the 2-dimensional Yoneda Lemma, if a
topos G ontains a universal model of a geometri theory T then G satises
the universal property of the lassifying topos of T. Conversely, if a topos E
lassies a geometri theory T then E ontains a universal model of T. It
also follows that lassifying toposes, and hene universal models, are
uniquely determined up to equivalene. More preisely, if M and N are
universal models of a geometri theory T lying respetively in toposes F
and G then there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) geometri
equivalene between F and G suh that its inverse image funtors send M
and N to eah other (up to isomorphism). Indeed, by denition of universal
model, there are equivalenes τEM : Geom(E ,F) ≃ T-mod(E) and
τEN : Geom(E ,G) ≃ T-mod(E) natural in E ∈ Btop suh that τ
F
M(1F) = M
and τGN (1G) = N . Then by omposing the equivalenes τM and τN we get,
by the 2-dimensional Yoneda Lemma, a unique up to isomorphism
geometri equivalene between F and G suh that its inverse image funtors
sends M and N to eah other (up to isomorphism), as required.
The following fat will be exploited extensively in this paper.
Lemma 2.3. Let E be the lassifying topos of a geometri theory T and
i : F →֒ E a subtopos of E with assoiated sheaf funtor aF : E → F whih
orresponds to a quotient T′ of T via Theorem 3.6 [2℄. If U is a universal
model of T in E then aF(U) is a universal model of T
′
in F .
Proof The thesis follows at one from the ommutativity and naturality in
G ∈ BTop of the diagram
T′-mod(G)
iG
T′

Geom(G,F)≃
oo
i◦−

T-mod(G) Geom(G, E)≃
τGoo
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where iG
T′
is the obvious inlusion and the equivalene τG sends a geometri
morphism f in Geom(G, E) to the T-model f ∗(U) (see Remark 3.7 [2℄). 
Let us reall from setion D3.1 [6℄ that, given a geometri theory T over a
signature Σ, we have a syntati desription of a universal model UT of T
lying in the lassifying topos Sh(CT, JT) of T, where CT is the geometri
syntati ategory of T and JT is the anonial topology on CT. Speially,
UT is the image of the `universal' model MT of T in CT under the Yoneda
embedding y : CT →֒ Sh(CT, JT); reall that MT assigns to a sort A the
objet {xA . ⊤} where xA is a variable of sort A, to a funtion symbol
f : A1 · · ·An → B the morphism
{xA11 , . . . , x
An
n . ⊤}
[f(x
A1
1
,...,x
An
n )=y
B ]
// {yB . ⊤}
and to a relation symbol R֌ A1 · · ·An the subobjet
{xA11 , . . . , x
An
n . R(x
A1
1 , . . . , x
An
n )}
[R(x
A1
1
,...,x
An
n )]
// {xA11 , . . . , x
An
n . ⊤}
as in Lemma D1.4.4(iv) [6℄.
Moreover, we reall that UT is a onservative model of T (i.e. for any
geometri sequent σ over Σ, if σ is valid in UT then σ is provable in T using
geometri logi), and hene, by Remark 2.2, any universal model M of a
geometri theory T is a onservative model of T.
Universal models of geometri theories enjoy a form of logial ompleteness;
speially, we have the following result.
Theorem 2.4. Let T be a geometri theory over a signature Σ and U a
universal model of T in a topos E . Then:
(i) for any subobjet S֌ UA1 × · · ·UAn in E there exists a geometri
formula φ(xA1, . . . , xAn) over Σ suh that S = [[φ]]U ;
(ii) for any arrow f : [[~x . φ]]U → [[~y . ψ]]U in E where φ(~x) and ψ(~y) are
geometri formulae over Σ, there exists a geometri formula θ(~x, ~y) over Σ
suh that the sequents (φ ⊢~x (∃y)θ), (θ ⊢~x,~y φ ∧ ψ) and
((θ ∧ θ[~y′/~y]) ⊢
~x,~y,~y′
(~y = ~y′)) are provable in T and [[θ]]U is the graph of f .
Proof First, we note that, by Remark 2.2 and the fat that inverse image
funtors of geometri morphisms preserve the interpretation of geometri
formulae, we an suppose without loss of generality that U is the universal
model UT of T lying in the lassifying topos Sh(CT, JT) of T desribed
above.
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To prove (i), we observe that, given a geometri formula φ(xA1 , . . . , xAn)
over Σ, the interpretation [[φ]]UT of φ in UT identies with the (JT-losed)
sieve on {xA1 , . . . , xAn . ⊤} generated by the anonial monomorphism
[φ] : {~x . φ}֌ {xA1 , . . . , xAn . ⊤}. Now, if S is a subobjet of
UTA1 × · · ·UTAn ∼= HomCT(−, {x
A1 , . . . , xAn . ⊤}) then S, regarded as a
sieve, is JT-losed and hene, by Proposition 2.6 [2℄, it is generated by a
subobjet of {xA1 , . . . , xAn . ⊤} in CT. Thus the thesis follows from the
haraterization of subobjets in CT given by Lemma D1.4.4(iv) [6℄.
Let us now prove (ii). By the Yoneda Lemma, any arrow
f : [[~x . φ]]UT
∼= HomCT(−, {~x . φ})→ HomCT(−, {~y . ψ})
∼= [[~y . ψ]]UT in
Sh(CT, JT) is of the form HomCT(−, [θ]) for a unique arrow
[θ] : {~x . φ} → {~y . ψ} in CT; but [[θ]]UT is the graph of the arrow
HomCT(−, [θ]), from whih our thesis follows. 
Remark 2.5. It is natural to wonder how the theorem an be adapted to
smaller fragments of logi. It is lear that if T is a artesian (resp. regular,
oherent) theory then part (ii) holds with geometri replaed by artesian
(resp. regular, oherent) everywhere (use the appropriate syntati
representation of the lassifying topos of T). However, part (i) no longer
survives.
The following proposition gives a useful property of universal models.
Proposition 2.6. Let T be a geometri theory over a signature Σ and U a
universal model of T in a Grothendiek topos E . Then the subobjets in E of
the objets of the form UA1 × · · · × UAn for sorts A1, . . . , An of Σ form a
separating set of E .
Proof By using Remark 2.2, it sues to prove the thesis for U equal to
the universal model UT of T in the topos Sh(CT, JT). Now, every geometri
formula φ(xA1 , . . . , xAn) gives rise to a subobjet [[φ]]U of UA1 × · · · × UAn
(the onverse is also true by Theorem 2.4). But if U equal to the universal
model UT then [[φ]]U is given by y({~x . φ}) where y : CT → Sh(CT, JT) is the
Yoneda embedding, and hene our thesis follows from the fat that the
objets of the form y({~x . φ}) form a separating set for Sh(CT, JT). 
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3 Universal models of theories of presheaf
type
We reall that a theory of presheaf type is a geometri theory lassied by a
presheaf topos (equivalently, by the topos [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set], where
f.p.T-mod(Set) is the full subategory of T-mod(Set) on the nitely
presentable objets). In partiular, every artesian theory is of presheaf
type (fr. Corollary D3.1.2 [6℄).
Let T be a theory of presheaf type, together with an equivalene
ξE : Flat(f.p.T-mod(Set)op, E)→ T-mod(E) natural in E ∈ Btop. If
y : f.p.T-mod(Set)→ Flat(f.p.T-mod(Set)op,Set) is the Yoneda
embedding then the fatorization of the omposite
ξSet ◦ y : f.p.T-mod(Set)→ T-mod(Set) through the inlusion
i : f.p.T-mod(Set) →֒ T-mod(Set) is an equivalene of ategories
τ ξ : f.p.T-mod(Set)→ f.p.T-mod(Set). The equivalene ξ is said to be
anonial if τ ξ(c) ∼= c naturally in c ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set). We observed in [2℄
that, given a theory of presheaf type T, there is always a anonial
equivalene ξE : Flat(f.p.T-mod(Set)op, E)→ T-mod(E) natural in
E ∈ Btop.
The following result gives an expliit desription of `the' universal model of
a given theory of presheaf type.
Theorem 3.1. Let T be a theory of presheaf type over a signature Σ. Then
the Σ-struture MT in [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] whih assigns to a sort A the
funtor MTA given by (MTA)(M) = MA, to a funtion symbol
f : A1 · · ·An → B the morphism MTA1 × · · ·MTAn → MTB given by
(MTf)(M) = Mf and to a relation symbol R֌ A1 · · ·An the subobjet
MTR֌MTA1 × · · ·MTAn given by (MTR)(M) = MR (for any
M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set)) is a universal model for T; moreover, for any
geometri formula φ(~x) over Σ, the interpretation [[~x . φ]]MT of φ(~x) in MT
is given by [[~x . φ]]MT(M) = [[~x . φ]]M for any M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set). In
partiular, the nitely presentable T-models are jointly onservative for T.
Proof Given a small ategory C and an objet c ∈ C, sine in funtor
ategories small limits and olimits are omputed pointwise, the evaluation
funtor evc : [C,Set]→ Set at c preserves all small limits and olimits and
hene, by Remark C2.2.10 [6℄, it is the inverse image funtor of a geometri
morphism ec : Set→ [C,Set]. By using the adjuntion (ec)∗ ⊣ evc and the
Yoneda Lemma, one gets the following expliit desription of the diret
image funtor (ec)∗ : Set→ [C,Set]: (ec)∗(A)(c
′) = HomSet(C(c, c
′), A) for
any set A and objet c′ ∈ C.
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Now, let us onsider a anonial equivalene
ξE : Flat(f.p.T-mod(Set)op, E)→ T-mod(E) natural in E ∈ Btop for the
theory T. By omposing it with Diaonesu's equivalene
Geom(E , [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set]) ≃ Flat(f.p.T-mod(Set)op, E), we get an
equivalene τE : Geom(E , [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set]) ≃ T-mod(E) natural in
E ∈ Btop; let us dene U to be the image of the idential geometri
morphism on [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] under this equivalene. Then U is a
universal model of T and a geometri morphism
f : E → [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] is sent under τE to the T-model f ∗(U).
Reall that, via Diaonesu's equivalene, the identity on
[f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] is sent to the at funtor
y : f.p.T-mod(Set)op → [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] given by the Yoneda
embedding and hene, by naturality, the geometri morphism
eM : Set→ [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] (for M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set)) is sent to the
at funtor (eM )
∗ ◦ y = Hom
f.p.T-mod(Set)(−,M) : f.p.T-mod(Set)
op → Set.
But, sine ξ is anonial, Hom
f.p.T-mod(Set)(−,M) is sent to M via ξ
Set
, and
hene τSet sends eM to M (for any M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set)). Thus
M ∼= (eM)
∗(U) = evM (U) for any M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set) and hene U is
(isomorphi to) the Σ-struture MT dened in the statement of the theorem.
Now, the fat that [[~x . φ]]MT(M) = [[~x . φ]]M for any geometri formula
φ(~x) and model M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set) follows from the fat that the funtors
evM are geometri (being inverse image funtors of geometri morphisms).
We note that our theorem speializes to Corollary D3.1.2 [6℄ in the ase T is
artesian.
It is natural to wonder what the interpretations of arbitrary rst-order
formulae in the universal model MT look like; in partiular, one an ask if
we also have [[~x . φ]]MT(M) = [[~x . φ]]M for any rst-order formula φ(~x) and
model M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set). This ondition is satised if the evaluation
funtors evM are Heyting funtors i.e. the geometri morphisms eM are
open; but it is immediate to see, by using Lemma C3.1.2 [6℄, that this is the
ase if and only if the ategory f.p.T-mod(Set) is a groupoid.
The following result is a denability theorem for theories of presheaf type.
Corollary 3.2. Let T be a theory of presheaf type over a signature Σ,
A1, . . . , An a string of sorts of Σ and suppose we are given, for every
nitely presentable Set-model M of T a subset RM of MA1 × . . .×MAn in
suh a way that eah T-model homomorphism h : M → N maps RM into
RN . Then there exists a geometri formula-in-ontext φ(x
A1 , . . . , xAn) suh
that RM = [[φ]]M for eah M .
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Proof The orollary immediately follows from Theorem 2.4(i) and
Theorem 3.1, observing that the assignment M → RM in the statement of
the orollary gives rise to a subfuntor R֌MT, where MT is the universal
model of T in [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] dened in the statement of Theorem
3.1. 
Note that, onversely, for any geometri formula φ, any T-model
homomorphism h : M → N maps [[φ]]M into [[φ]]N (fr. Lemma D1.2.9 [6℄).
Let us now reall from [2℄ the following notions.
Denition 3.3. Let T be a geometri theory over a signature Σ and
φ(xA11 , . . . , x
An
n ) a geometri formula over Σ. We say that a T-model M in
Set is nitely presented by φ (or that φ presents M) if there exists a string
of elements
~ξφ := (ξ1, . . . , ξn) ∈MA1 × . . .MAn, alled the generators of
M , suh that for any T-model N in Set and string of elements
(b1, . . . , bn) ∈MA1 × . . .MAn suh that (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ [[φ]]N , there exists a
unique arrow f(b1,...,bn) : M → N in T-mod(Set) suh that
f(~ξφ) := (fA1 × . . . fAn)((ξ1, . . . , ξn)) = (b1, . . . , bn).
Of ourse, there an be at most one (up to isomorphism) T-model nitely
presented by a given formula-in-ontext {~x . φ}; we will denote suh model
by M{~x.φ}, or simply Mφ when the ontext ~x an be obviously inferred.
Given a geometri theory T over a signature Σ, a geometri formula
φ(xA11 , . . . , x
An
n ) over Σ and a Grothendiek topos E , onsider the funtor
F Eφ : T-mod(E)→ E whih sends to eah model N ∈ T-mod(E) (the domain
of) the interpretation [[φ]]N of φ in N and ats on arrows in the obvious
way. Note that, by the soundness theorem for geometri logi, for any topos
E the assignment φ→ F Eφ is funtorial on the geometri syntati ategory
of T i.e. it gives rise to a funtor F E
T
: CT → [T-mod(E), E ].
The funtor F Setφ preserves ltered olimits (fr. the proof of Lemma D2.4.9
[6℄) so if it is representable then the representing objet is a nitely
presentable model. Notie that, by the Yoneda Lemma, F Setφ is
representable if and only if there exists a T-model nitely presented by φ.
The funtor MTA : f.p.T-mod(Set)→ Set onsidered above is the
restrition to f.p.T-mod(Set) of the funtor F Set⊤(xA); so if the formula
{xA . ⊤} presents a T-model M{xA.⊤} then MTA is representable with
representing objet M{xA.⊤}.
Given a theory of presheaf type T with geometri syntati ategory CT, let
us denote by C˜T the full subategory of CT on the formulae-in-ontext whih
present a T-model, and by f.p.T-mod(Set)s the full subategory of
f.p.T-mod(Set) on the nitely presented models.
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We an dene a `dualizing' funtor d : C˜T → f.p.T-mod(Set)
op
with values
in f.p.T-mod(Set)ops as follows: given {~x . φ} ∈ C˜T
op
, d({~x . φ}) = M{~x.φ}
and given an arrow [θ] : {~y . ψ} → {~x . φ} in C˜T, d([θ]) : M{~x.φ} →M{~y.ψ} is
the arrow in f.p.T-mod(Set) dened by setting d([θ])(~ξφ) = [[θ]]Mψ(
~ξψ).
From Theorems 2.4 and 3.1, we know that any sieve R in f.p.T-mod(Set)op
on a nitely presented T-model M{~x.φ} is, regarded as a subfuntor
R֌ Hom
f.p.T-mod(Set)(Mφ,−) = [[~x . φ]]MT, the interpretation in the
universal model MT of T of a geometri formula ψ(~x) over Σ suh that
ψ ⊢~x φ is provable in T; moreover, R identies with the olletion of arrows
f : Mφ →M in f.p.T-mod(Set) suh that f(~ξφ) ∈ [[~x . ψ]]M . The following
result provides an expliit suh formula ψ(~x) for sieves R of the form d(S)
for some sieve S in C˜T on {~x . φ}.
Theorem 3.4. Let T be a theory of presheaf type and S a sieve in C˜T on
{~x . φ} generated by arrows [θi] : {~yi . ψ} → {~x . φ} as i ∈ I. Then, with
the notation above, the sieve d(S) in f.p.T-mod(Set) generated by the
arrows d(f) as f varies in S, regarded as a funtor f.p.T-mod(Set)→ Set,
is equal to [[∨
i∈I
(∃~yi)θi]]MT.
Proof Sine for any sieve S on an objet c in a ategory C, the
orresponding subobjet S֌ C(−, c) in [Cop,Set] is the union of the
subobjets (f)֌ C(−, c) in [Cop,Set] as f varies in C, it learly sues to
prove the thesis for S generated by a single arrow [θ] : {~y . ψ} → {~x . φ} in
C˜T. Hene, by Theorem 3.1, we are redued to prove that for any arrow
f : Mφ →M in f.p.T-mod(Set) with domain Mφ, f fators through d([θ]) if
and only if f(~ξφ) ∈ [[∃~yθ]]M .
First, note that [[∃~yθ]]M is the image in Set of the arrow
[[θ]]M : [[~y . ψ]]M → [[~x . φ]]M ; so f(~ξφ) ∈ [[∃~yθ]]M if and only if there exists
an element ~a ∈ [[~y . ψ]]M suh that [[θ]]M(~a) = f(~ξφ). But, by denition of
Mφ, ~a identies with an arrow g : Mψ → M in f.p.T-mod(Set) suh that
g( ~ξψ) = ~a and hene, under this identiation, the ondition
f(~ξφ) ∈ [[∃~yθ]]M rewrites as follows: there exists an arrow g : Mψ →M in
f.p.T-mod(Set) suh that [[θ]]M (g( ~ξψ)) = f(~ξφ). Now, by the funtoriality
of F
[f.p.T-mod(Set),Set]
T
, we have
[[θ]]M (g( ~ξψ)) = g([[θ]]M( ~ξψ)) = g(d([θ])(~ξφ)) = (g ◦ d([θ]))(~ξφ), from whih
our thesis follows. 
Remark 3.5. As an instane of Theorem 3.4, we note that if {~x . ⊤} and
{~x . φ} are objets of C˜T then the osieve in f.p.T-mod(Set) on M{~x.⊤}
generated by the arrow d([φ]) where [φ] is the anonial monomorphism
{~x . φ}֌ {~x . ⊤} in CT identies with [[φ]]MT.
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Theorem 3.6. With the notation above, for any theory of presheaf type T
the funtor d : C˜T → f.p.T-mod(Set)
op
s is an equivalene of ategories.
Proof Consider the omposite y ◦ d : C˜T → [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] of
d : C˜T → f.p.T-mod(Set)
op
with the Yoneda embedding
y : f.p.T-mod(Set)op → [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set].
If [θ] : {~y . ψ} → {~x . φ} is an arrow in C˜T then (y ◦ d)([θ]) is equal to
[[θ]]MT : [[~y . ψ]]MT → [[~x . φ]]MT. To prove this, by Theorem 3.1 it sues to
prove that for any M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set), the diagram
[[~y . ψ]]M
[[θ]]M
//
∼=

[[~x . φ]]M
∼=

Hom
f.p.T-mod(Set)(Mψ,M)
−◦d([θ])
// Hom
f.p.T-mod(Set)(Mφ,M)
ommutes. But this is equivalent to saying that for any arrow f : Mψ →M
in f.p.T-mod(Set), [[θ]]M(f( ~ξψ)) = (f ◦ d([θ]))(~ξφ), and this ondition is
satised sine, by the funtoriality of F
[f.p.T-mod(Set),Set]
T
,
[[θ]]M (f( ~ξψ)) = f([[θ]]Mψ(
~ξψ)).
Hene, y being full and faithful, d is full by Theorem 2.4(ii) and faithful by
the onservativity of MT. Thus, being essentially surjetive on
f.p.T-mod(Set)s, d gives an equivalene of ategories
C˜T ≃ f.p.T-mod(Set)
op
s , as required. 
The theorem motivates the following denition: given a theory of presheaf
type T, we say that the ategory f.p.T-mod(Set) is syntatially presented
if every nitely presentable model in Set is nitely presented; in fat,
f.p.T-mod(Set) is syntatially presented if and only if the funtor d yields
an equivalene of ategories between C˜T and f.p.T-mod(Set)
op
.
For fragments of geometri logi suh as artesian, regular or oherent logi,
it also makes sense to dene the notion of nitely presented model; indeed,
one an say that a given model in Set of a artesian (resp. regular,
oherent) theory T is nitely presented if there exists a artesian (resp.
regular, oherent) formula over the signature of T whih presents it. In fat,
from [6℄ we know that all the nitely presented models of a artesian theory
(in the geometri sense) are presented by artesian formulae. From the
proof of the theorem and Remark 2.5, it is lear that the analogue of
Theorem 3.6 for artesian, regular or oherent logi also holds.
The following result shows that arrows in syntati ategories behave
naturally with respet to dierent fragments of logi i.e. for any artesian
(resp. regular, oherent) theory T, the artesian (resp. regular, oherent)
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syntati ategory of T is a full subategory of the geometri syntati
ategory of T.
Theorem 3.7. Let T be a artesian (resp. regular, oherent) theory. If
[θ] : {~y . ψ} → {~x . φ} is an arrow in the geometri syntati ategory CT of
T and both {~y . ψ} and {~x . φ} are artesian (resp. regular, oherent)
formulae then θ(~y, ~x) is T-provably equivalent to a artesian (resp. regular,
oherent) formula θ′(~y, ~x) whih is T-provably funtional from {~y . ψ} to
{~x . φ} i.e. whih gives an arrow {~y . ψ} → {~x . φ} in the artesian (resp.
regular, oherent) syntati ategory Cart
T
of T.
Proof We an dedue the result from the logial ompleteness of universal
models as follows. Given the Yoneda embedding y : CT → Sh(CT, JT), by
the artesian (resp. regular, oherent) version of Theorem 2.4(ii),
y([θ]) = [[θ]]UT is equal to the interpretation in the universal model UT of T
in Sh(CT, JT) ≃ [(C
art
T
)op,Set] (resp. Sh(CT, JT) ≃ Sh(C
reg
T
, J reg
T
),
Sh(CT, JT) ≃ Sh(C
oh
T
, Joh
T
)) of a artesian (resp. regular, oherent) formula
θ′; then θ and θ′ have the same interpretation in the universal model UT
and hene, by the onservativity of universal models, they are T-provably
equivalent. 
4 Universal models of quotients of a theory of
presheaf type
Suppose we are given a theory of presheaf type T over a signature Σ and a
quotient T′ of T obtained from T by adding axioms σ of the form
φ ⊢~x∨
i∈I
(∃~yi)θi, where, for any i ∈ I, [θi] : {~yi . ψ} → {~x . φ} is an arrow in
CT and φ(~x), ψ(~yi) are geometri formulae over Σ presenting respetively
T-models Mφ and Mψi . Denote by Sσ the osieve in f.p.T-mod(Set) on Mφ
generated by the arrows d([θi]) as i varies in I. Then we have the following
result.
Theorem 4.1. Let T be a theory of presheaf type over a signature Σ and T′
a quotient of T obtained from T by adding axioms σ of the form
φ ⊢~x∨
i∈I
(∃~yi)θi, where, for eah i ∈ I, [θi] : {~yi . ψ} → {~x . φ} is an arrow
in CT and φ(~x), ψ(~yi) are geometri formulae over Σ presenting respetively
T-models Mφ and Mψi. With the notation above, T
′
is lassied by the
topos Sh(f.p.T-mod(Set)op, J) where J is the Grothendiek topology on
f.p.T-mod(Set)op generated by the sieves Sσ.
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Proof We know from [2℄ that T′ orresponds to a unique Grothendiek
topology J on f.p.T-mod(Set)op suh that the given equivalene
T-mod(E) ≃ Flat(f.p.T-mod(Set)op, E) restrits to an equivalene
T′-mod(E) ≃ FlatJ(f.p.T-mod(Set)
op, E) (naturally in E ∈ BTop). Indeed,
this equivalene is indued by transferring the subtopos of Sh(CJT , J
T
T′
) of
Sh(CT, JT) orreponding to T
′
via Theorem 3.6 [2℄ to a geometri inlusion
Sh(f.p.T-mod(Set)op, J) →֒ [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] via the equivalene
[f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] ≃ Sh(CT, JT) of lassifying toposes of T. We want to
prove that J is the Grothendiek topology generated by the sieves Sσ.
From setion 14.2 [2℄ we know that for eah axiom σ and funtor
F ∈ Flat(f.p.T-mod(Set)op, E), F sends Sσ to an epimorphi family if and
only if σ holds in the orresponding T-model. So from the equivalene
T′-mod(E) ≃ FlatJ(f.p.T-mod(Set)
op, E) we dedue that for any E ∈ BTop
and any F ∈ FlatJ(f.p.T-mod(Set)
op, E), F sends Sσ to an epimorphi
family. This implies, by Lemma 3 p. 393 [7℄ applied to the anonial
geometri inlusion Sh(f.p.T-mod(Set)op, J) →֒ [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set], that
the assoiated sheaf funtor
aJ : [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set]→ Sh(f.p.T-mod(Set)
op, J) sends the
monomorphism Sσ ֌Mφ to an isomorphism i.e. Sσ is J-overing.
Alternatively, this follows from Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 2.3 sine aJ
preserves the interpretation of geometri formulae. Thus the Grothendiek
topology J ′ generated by the Sσ is ontained in J . To prove that J
′ = J , it
is equivalent to verify, by Diaonesu's theorem and the 2-dimensional
Yoneda Lemma, that for any Grothendiek topos E ,
FlatJ ′(f.p.T-mod(Set)
op, E) = FlatJ(f.p.T-mod(Set)
op, E). Sine J ′ ⊆ J ,
learly FlatJ(f.p.T-mod(Set)
op, E) ⊆ FlatJ ′(f.p.T-mod(Set)
op, E). To prove
the other inlusion, observe that, sine J ′ ontains all the sieves Sσ then the
T-model orresponding to a funtor F ∈ FlatJ ′(f.p.T-mod(Set)
op, E)
belongs to T′-mod(E) and hene, by the equivalene
T′-mod(E) ≃ FlatJ(f.p.T-mod(Set)
op, E), F is J-ontinuous, as required. 
Below, we will refer to the Grothendiek topology on f.p.T-mod(Set)op
orresponding to a quotient T′ of T as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 as the
assoiated T-topology of T′.
In passing, we observe the following fat.
Proposition 4.2. Let T be a theory of presheaf type over a signature Σ
and T′ a quotient of T with assoiated T-topology J on f.p.T-mod(Set)op.
Then, for any geometri sequent σ over Σ of the form φ ⊢~x∨
i∈I
(∃~yi)θi,
where, for eah i ∈ I, [θi] : {~yi . ψ} → {~x . φ} is an arrow in CT and φ(~x),
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ψ(~yi) are geometri formulae over Σ presenting respetively T-models Mφ
and Mψi, σ is provable in T
′
if and only if the sieve Sσ is J-overing.
Proof This immediately follows from Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 2.3 by
using the fat that aJ preserves the interpretation of geometri formulae
and the onservativity of universal models. 
We have seen that if J is the assoiated T-topology of a quotient T′ of T
then (by Lemma 2.3) the Σ-struture MJ
T
:= aJ(MT) is a universal model of
T′, where aJ : [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set]→ Sh(f.p.T-mod(Set), J) is the
assoiated sheaf funtor and MT is the universal model of T as in
Theorem 3.1.
Let us now suppose that that for any sort A in the signature of T the
formula {xA . ⊤} presents a T-model and the topology J is subanonial -
we will refer to the onjuntion of these onditions as (∗) - and derive,
under these assumptions, a simple desription of the universal model of T′.
First, we note that (aJ(MT))A = MTA for any sort A and
(aJ(MT))f = MTf for any funtion symbol f . Next, we observe that if E is
an elementary topos and j a loal operator on E orresponding to a
universal losure operator cj on E then, given a subobjet m : A
′
֌ A in E ,
aj(m) ∼= aJ(cj(m)); indeed, cj(m) is dened by the following pullbak
square
cj(A
′) //

ajA
′
ajm

A
η
aj
A // ajA
and aj preserves pullbaks. In partiular, if A is a j-sheaf then
aj(m) = cj(m).
Thus, under (∗), given a geometri formula φ(~x) over Σ, where
~x = (xA1 , . . . , xAn), the interpretation [[~x . φ]]MJ
T
of φ in the universal model
MJ
T
is equal to the J-losure of [[~x . φ]]MT ֌MTA1 × · · · ×MTAn in
[f.p.T-mod(Set),Set].
Given φ = φ(xA1, · · · , xAn) and ~a = (a1, · · · , an) ∈MA1 × · · ·MAn where
M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set), let us dene the sieve
Sφ~a := {f : M → N in f.p.T-mod(Set) | f(~a) ∈ [[~x . φ]]N}
in f.p.T-mod(Set)op.
Then, by applying formula (6) p. 235 [7℄, we obtain that the J-losure
[[~x . φ]]MT
J
of [[~x . φ]]MT ֌ MTA1 × · · · ×MTAn in [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] is
given by:
[[~x . φ]]MT
J
(M) = {(a1, · · · , an) ∈MA1 × · · ·MAn | S
φ
~a ∈ J(M)}
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for any M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set). Aordingly, we say that φ is J-losed if
[[~x . φ]]MT
J
= [[~x . φ]]MT i.e. for any ~a ∈MA1 × · · ·MAn,
{f : M → N in f.p.T-mod(Set) | f(~a) ∈ [[φ]]N} ∈ J(M) implies ~a ∈ [[φ]]M .
Example 4.3. Let us onsider the theory T of ommutative rings with
unit. Then, by the proof of Lemma 6.3.(ii) [1℄, the formula
φ(x) = (∃y)(x · y = 1) is J-losed where J is the Zariski topology on
f.p.T-mod(Set)op (fr. also setion 7 below).
Hene, the onservativity of universal models yields the following result.
Theorem 4.4. Let T′ be a quotient of a theory of presheaf type T over a
signature Σ, with assoiated T-topology J on f.p.T-mod(Set)op. Given a
geometri sequent φ ⊢~x ψ over Σ, if for any M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set) and any
~a ∈M , Sφ~a ∈ J(M) implies S
ψ
~a ∈ J(M) then φ ⊢~x ψ is provable in T
′
. The
onverse holds if for eah sort A of Σ, {xA . ⊤} presents a T-model and J
is subanonial. 
We reall from that a geometri theory T over a signature Σ is said to have
enough models if for every geometri sequent σ over Σ, M  σ for all the
T-models M in Set implies that σ is provable in T using geometri logi.
The following result is an appliation of universal models to determine
whether a quotient of a theory of presheaf type T has enough models.
Corollary 4.5. Let T′ be a quotient of a theory of presheaf type T with
assoiated T-topology J on f.p.T-mod(Set)op. If for any
M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set) there exists a J-overing osieve in f.p.T-mod(Set) on
M generated by arrows in f.p.T-mod(Set) whose odomain is a T′-model
then T′ has enough models.
Proof In view of Theorem 4.4, it is enough to prove that if for any
M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set) there exists a J-overing osieve SM in
f.p.T-mod(Set)op on M generated by arrows in f.p.T-mod(Set) whose
odomain is a T′-model then for any geometri sequent φ ⊢~x ψ over Σ with
~x = (xA1 , . . . , xAn) whih is satised in any T′-model in Set, for eah
M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set) and ~a ∈MA1 × · · · ×MAn, S
φ
~a ∈ J(M) implies
Sψ~a ∈ J(M). Now, if SM ∈ J(M) then S
φ
~a ∈ J(M) implies that
Sφ~a ∩ SM ∈ J(M); but S
φ
~a ∩ SM ⊆ S
ψ
~a ∩ SM ⊆ S
ψ
~a , and hene S
ψ
~a ∈ J(M), as
required. 
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In view of the results above, it is useful to nd riteria for a Grothendiek
topology J on a ategory C to be subanonial.
In fat, from the disussion after the proof of Corollary C2.1.11 [6℄, we an
extrat the following riterion: J is subanonial if and only if all its
J-overing sieves are eetive-epimorphi. If F is a olletion of sieves in C
whih generates J then it follows from Proposition C2.1.9 [6℄ that J is
subanonial if and only if every sieve in F is universally
eetive-epimorphi; in partiular, if F is losed under sieve pullbaks then
J is subanonial if and only if every sieve in F is eetive-epimorphi.
In the ase f.p.T-mod(Set) is syntatially presented, we an rephrase in
terms of denable subsets the ondition for a sieve
{fi : M → Mi in f.p.T-mod(Set) | i ∈ I} in f.p.T-mod(Set)
op
to be
eetive-epimorphi, as follows: for any formula {~z . χ} in C˜T and any
olletion {ci ∈ [[~z . χ]]Mi | i ∈ I} of elements suh that for any arrow
f : Mi →Mj in f.p.T-mod(Set) with the property that f ◦ fi = fj,
f(ci) = cj , there exists a unique c ∈ [[~z . χ]]M suh that for any i ∈ I,
fi(c) = ci.
5 Appliations to denability
In this setion, we exhibit a link between notions of denability of
properties of elements of nitely presentable models of a given theory of
presheaf type T and properties of the universal models of quotients of T.
Let us start with some general remarks.
Let T be a geometri theory over a signature Σ and M a T-model in a
Grothendiek topos E . For eah ontext ~x = (xA11 , . . . , x
An
n ) over Σ, the
subobjets of MA1 × . . .×MAn of the form [[~x . φ]]M , where φ(~x) is a
geometri formula over Σ in the ontext ~x, learly form a subframe of
SubE(MA1 × . . .×MAn), whih we denote by Def
geom
~x (M). Note that there
is a geometri surjetive funtor Int
M
~x : SubCT({~x . ⊤})→ Def
geom
~x (M) whih
sends eah formula φ(~x) (identied with the orresponding subobjet
[φ] : {~x . φ} → {~x . ⊤} in CT via Lemma D1.4.4(iv) [6℄) to its interpretation
[[~x . φ]]M in the model M , and if M is onservative then this funtor is an
isomorphism; in partiular, the pseudoomplementation in Def
geom
~x (M) of
an objet [[~x . φ]]M ∈ Def
geom
~x (M) oinides with [[~x . ¬
Tφ]]M , where [¬
Tφ]
is the pseudoomplementation of [φ] in SubCT({~x . ⊤}). If moreover any
subobjet S ֌MA1 × · · ·MAn in E is the interpretation in M of a
geometri formula φ(xA1 , . . . , xAn) over Σ then
Def
geom
~x (M) = SubE(MA1 × · · ·MAn) and hene the
pseudoomplementation of an objet [[~x . φ]]M in Def
geom
~x (M) oinides
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with its pseudoomplementation ¬[[~x . φ]]M in the subobjet lattie
SubE(MA1 × · · ·MAn). Thus, sine universal models are always
onservative and satisfy the ondition of Theorem 2.4(i), we get the
following result.
Theorem 5.1. Let T be a geometri theory and M a universal model of T
in a Grothendiek topos E . Then for any ontext ~x = (xA1 , . . . , xAn), we
have Heyting algebra isomorphisms
Int
M
~x : SubCT({~x . ⊤})
∼=
−→ Def geom~x (M) = SubE(MA1 × · · ·MAn)

The following lemma onerns the interpretation of pseudoomplements
¬Tφ in models of T; below, the symbol ¬ denotes the operation of
pseudoomplementation of subobjets in the topos in whih the relevant
T-model lies.
Lemma 5.2. Let T be a geometri theory over a signature Σ and M a
T-model in a topos E . With the above notation, we have:
(i) For any geometri formula φ over Σ, [[¬Tφ]]M ≤ ¬[[φ]]M ;
(ii) For any geometri formulae φ1 and φ2 over Σ in the same ontext suh
that φ1 ∧ φ2 ⊢ ⊥ is provable in T, if ¬[[φ1]]M = [[φ2]]M then
[[¬Tφ1]]M = [[φ2]]M . In partiular, if M is onservative then ¬
Tφ1 and φ2
are T-provably equivalent;
(iii) If M is onservative then, given a geometri formula φ over Σ,
[[¬Tφ]]M = ¬[[φ]]M if and only if ¬[[φ]]M is the interpretation in M of a
geometri formula over Σ. In partiular, if M is a universal model of T
then [[¬Tφ]]M = ¬[[φ]]M for any geometri formula φ over Σ.
Proof (i) Sine ¬Tφ ∧ φ is T-provably equivalent to ⊤ then
[[¬Tφ]]M ∩ [[φ]]M = 0 i.e. [[¬
Tφ]]M ≤ ¬[[φ]]M .
(ii) Sine ¬[[φ1]]M = [[φ2]]M , by part (i) [[¬
Tφ1]]M ≤ ¬[[φ1]]M and hene
¬[[φ1]]M = [[φ2]]M implies [[¬
Tφ1]]M ≤ [[φ2]]M ; the onverse inequality
follows from the fat that {~x . φ2} ≤ {~x . ¬φ1} in SubCT({~x . ⊤}).
(iii) The `only if' diretion is obvious. To prove the other diretion, we
observe that if ¬[[φ]]M = [[χ]]M then [[φ]]M ∩ [[χ]]M = 0, whih implies
φ ∧ χ ⊢ ⊥ provable in T, sine M is onservative; thus the thesis follows
from part (ii) of the lemma. The last assertion now follows from Theorem
2.4(i). 
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The lemma an be protably applied in the ontext of theories of presheaf
type, where we have an expliit desription of their universal models
(Theorem 3.1). To this end, let us reall the expliit desription of the
pseudoomplementation of subobjets in presheaf toposes given from
formula (16) p. 273 [7℄.
The pseudoomplementation ¬A֌ E of a subobjet A֌ E in a presheaf
topos [Cop,Set] is given by:
(¬A)(c) := {e ∈ E(c) for all f : d→ c in C, E(f)(e) /∈ A(d)} .
Note in partiular that, given a sieve R on an objet c ∈ C, regarded as a
subobjet R֌ C(−, c) in [Cop,Set], we have
¬R := {f : d→ c in C | f ∗(R) = ∅},
and
¬¬R := {f : d→ c in C | f ∗(R) is stably non-empty} .
Proposition 5.3. Let T be a theory of presheaf type over a signature Σ
and M a nitely presentable T-model in Set. Given a geometri formula
φ(xA1 , . . . , xAn) over Σ,
[[¬Tφ]]M = {(a1, · · · , an) ∈MA1 × · · ·MAn | for all f : M → N
in f.p.T-mod(Set) | f(a1, · · · an) /∈ [[φ]]N}
Proof By Lemma 5.2, [[¬φ]]MT = ¬[[φ]]MT , where MT is the universal
model of T in [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set]; then the thesis follows from the
above-mentioned formula for pseudoomplementation in presheaf toposes
and Theorem 3.1. 
Let T be a theory of presheaf type over a signature Σ and φ(~x) a geometri
formula over Σ, where ~x = (xA1 , . . . , xAn).
One an onsider the property P{~x.φ} (of elements of nitely presentable
T-models) dened by:
for any M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set) and ~a ∈MA1 × · · · ×MAn, M  Pφ(~a) if and
only if M 2 φ(~a),
and ask when P{~x.φ} is denable by a geometri formula over Σ.
From Lemma 5.2 it follows that for any φ(~x), P{~x.φ} is denable if and only
if it is denable by ¬Tφ, if and only if for any M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set) and
~a ∈MA1 × · · · ×MAn, M 2 φ(~a) if and only if for all f : M → N in
f.p.T-mod(Set), N 2 φ(~a) (note that this haraterization also follows from
Corollary 3.2).
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Also, one an onsider the property QT
′
{~x.φ} := P{~x.¬T′φ}, where T
′
is any
quotient of T.
From Proposition 5.3, we get the following expliit desription of QT{~x.φ}: for
any M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set) and ~a ∈MA1 × · · · ×MAn, M  Q
T
{~x.φ}(~a) if and
only if there exists f : M → N in f.p.T-mod(Set) suh that f(~a) ∈ [[φ]]N .
As we shall see below, this property plays an important role in onnetion
with De Morgan's law on Grothendiek toposes.
From Lemma 5.2 it follows that for any φ(~x), QT{~x.φ} is denable by a
geometri formula over Σ if and only if it is denable by ¬T¬Tφ, if and only
for any M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set) and ~a ∈MA1 × · · · ×MAn, M 2 Q
T
{~x.φ}(~a) if
and only if ~a ∈ ¬¬[[φ]]M , if and only if (by formula (15) p. 273 [7℄) for all
f : M → N in f.p.T-mod(Set) there is g : N → P in in f.p.T-mod(Set)
suh that (g ◦ f)(~a) ∈ [[φ]]P .
Another natural property to onsider is ZT
′
{~x.φ} := P{~x.φ∨¬T′φ}, where T
′
is a
quotient of T. In onnetion with this, we note that in order to establish
that a ertain formula χ is of the form ¬T
′
φ, it is onvenient to work in a
universal model U of T′ (as it is done for example in [3℄) and prove that its
interpretation here oinides with ¬[[φ]]U (fr. Lemma 5.2).
We an now full a promise made at the beginning of this setion.
Below, the relation of T-provable equivalene of geometri formulae in the
same ontext is denoted by
T
∼.
Theorem 5.4. Let T be a theory of presheaf type T over a signature Σ, T′
a quotient of T, φ(~x) a geometri formula over Σ, and let P be either
property P{~x.φ} or property Z
T
′
{~x.φ}. Then
(i) If P is denable by a geometri formula over Σ then φ ∨ ¬T
′
φ
T′
∼ ⊤;
(ii) The onverse impliation holds if T′ = T.
Proof (i) By Lemma 2.3, U ′ := aJ(MT) is a universal model of T
′
in
F := Sh(f.p.T-mod(Set)op, J), where J is the assoiated T-topology of T′,
MT is the universal model of T in E := [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] and
aJ : [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set]→ Sh(f.p.T-mod(Set)
op, J) is the assoiated
sheaf funtor.
Given φ(xA1, . . . , xAn), suppose that P{~x.φ} is denable by a geometri
formula χ over Σ; then, by Theorem 3.1, [[φ]]MT and [[χ]]MT are
omplemented subobjets in the lattie SubE(MTA1 × . . .MTAn). Now, the
fat that aJ is a geometri funtor implies that it preserves the
interpretation of all geometri formulae, from whih it follows that [[φ]]U ′
and [[χ]]U ′ are omplemented subobjets in the lattie
SubF(U
′A1 × · · · × U
′An); then, from the onservativity of U
′
and Lemma
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5.2, it follows that φ ∨ ¬T
′
φ
T′
∼ ⊤, as required. This proves the thesis when
P is the property P{~x.φ}. To prove the theorem for the property Z
T′
{~x.φ}, it
sues to invoke the thesis for the property P{~x.φ∨¬T′φ} and observe that in
any Heyting algebra H , in partiular in those of the form SubC
T′
({~x . ⊤}),
for any element a ∈ H , a ∨ ¬a = 1 if and only if (a ∨ ¬a) ∨ ¬(a ∨ ¬a) = 1.
(ii) It is immediate from Theorem 3.1 that if φ ∨ ¬Tφ
T
∼ ⊤ then P{~x.φ} is
denable by ¬φ. 
Corollary 5.5. Let T be a theory of presheaf type over a signature Σ. Then
(i) the ategory f.p.T-mod(Set) is a groupoid if and only if for every
geometri formula φ over Σ, P{~x.φ} is denable by a geometri formula over
Σ;
(ii) the ategory f.p.T-mod(Set)op satises the right Ore ondition if and
only if for every geometri formula φ over Σ, QT{~x.φ} is denable by a
geometri formula over Σ.
Proof We have the following hain of equivalenes: for every geometri
formula φ over Σ, P{~x.φ} (resp. Q
T
{~x.φ}) is denable by a geometri formula
over Σ if and only if (by Theorem 5.4) φ ∨ ¬Tφ
T
∼ ⊤ (resp.
¬Tφ ∨ ¬T¬Tφ
T
∼ ⊤), if and only if (fr. [1℄) [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] is Boolean
(resp. De Morgan), if and only if (fr. [1℄) f.p.T-mod(Set)op is a groupoid
(resp. satises the right Ore ondition). 
6 Booleanizations and DeMorganizations via
universal models
In [1℄ we provided essentially two approahes to investigate whether the
lassifying topos of a geometri theory T is Boolean (resp. De Morgan) or
not, one of logial nature based on a syntati haraterization of the
relevant lass of geometri theories and the other one appliable in
onnetion with a given site of denition of the lassifying topos;
aordingly, the proess of Booleanization (resp. DeMorganization) was
desribed both at the level of theories and in terms of the given site of
denition of the topos. The purpose of this setion is to relate these two
approahes to one another by adopting a third point of view, that of
universal models.
Speially, the syntati riteria established in [1℄ assert that a geometri
theory T over a signature Σ is lassied by a Boolean (resp. De Morgan)
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topos if and only if for any geometri formula φ over Σ, φ ∨ ¬Tφ
T
∼ ⊤ (resp.
¬Tφ ∨ ¬T¬Tφ
T
∼ ⊤).
We reall that the dense topology on a ategory C is the Grothendiek
topology DC on C whose DC-overing sieves are exatly the stably
non-empty ones (equivalently, the sieves of the form R∨¬R for a sieve R in
C) and the De Morgan topology on C dened in [1℄ is the Grothendiek
topology MC on C generated by the sieves of the form ¬R ∨ ¬¬R for a sieve
R in C.
The general riterion for a Grothendiek topos Sh(C, J) to be Boolean
(resp. De Morgan) that we proved in [1℄ is expressed in terms of the
`redued site' (C˜, J |C˜), where C˜ is the full subategory of C on the objets
whih are not J-overed by the empty sieve, and asserts that Sh(C, J) is
Boolean (resp. De Morgan) if and only if J |C˜ = DC˜ (resp. MC˜ ≤ J |C˜).
The following proposition desribes the eet of taking subtoposes on the
general and the redued site representations of a given Grothendiek topos.
Proposition 6.1. Let C be a ategory and D a subategory of C. For a
Grothendiek topology J ′ on C, denote by J ′|D the indued Grothendiek
topology on D, and for a Grothendiek topology Z on D, denote by Z the
Grothendiek topology on C dened by:
S ∈ Z(c) if and only if for any arrow f : d→ c in C with d ∈ D,
f ∗(C) ∩ arr(D) ∈ Z(c). Then:
(i) If D is J-dense then the assigments J ′ → J ′|D and Z → Z dene a
bijetion between the lass of Grothendiek topologies on C whih ontain J
and the lass of Grothendiek topologies on D whih ontain J |D;
(ii) If C is loally small and D is small then for eah Grothendiek topology
J ′ on C suh that J ′ ⊇ J , the Comparison Lemma yields an equivalene
Sh(C, J ′) ≃ Sh(D, J ′|D).
Proof First, observe that if J ′ ⊇ J and D is J-dense then D is also
J ′-dense; from this, part (ii) of the proposition immediately follows. So it
remains to prove the following two fats:
(i) if J is a Grothendiek topology on C and D is a J-dense subategory of
C then for any sieve S in C on an objet c ∈ C, S ∈ J(c) if and only if for
any arrow f : d→ c in C with d ∈ D, f ∗(S) ∩ arr(D) ∈ J |D(c);
(ii) if Z is a Grothendiek topology on D then Z = Z|D.
Fat (i) was already observed in [6℄, but we give a proof for the reader's
onveniene. One diretion is obvious; let us then prove the other one. If
for any arrow f : d→ c in C with d ∈ D, f ∗(S) ∩ arr(D) ∈ J |D(c) then by
Lemma C2.2.2(i) [6℄ f ∗(S) is J-overing; hene the thesis follows from the
transitivity axiom for Grothendiek topologies by invoking property (i) in
the denition of J-dense subategory given p. 546 [6℄.
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To prove fat (ii), we reall that for any sieve R in D on c ∈ D, the sieve R
generated by R in C is Z-overing if and only if R ∈ Z|D(c) (Lemma
C2.2.2(i) [6℄). Thus we have that R ∈ Z|D(c) if and only if R ∈ Z(c), if and
only if for any arrow f : d→ c in C with d ∈ D f ∗(R) ∩ arr(D) ∈ Z(d), if
and only if (take f = 1c) R = R ∩ arr(D) ∈ Z(c). 
A notable appliation of the proposition is in the following ontext: given a
small ategory C and a Grothendiek topology J on C, the full subategory
C˜ of C on the objets whih are not J-overed by the empty sieve is J-dense
and hene the subtoposes of Sh(C, J) an be identied with the subtoposes
of Sh(C˜, J |C˜). Now, let us reall from [1℄ that the Booleanization (resp.
DeMorganization) of an elementary topos E is the largest dense Boolean
subtopos of E (resp. the largest dense subtopos of E satisfying De Morgan's
law); the orresponding loal operator on E is the double-negation topology
on E (resp. the De Morgan topology on E). In fat, as we saw in [1℄, the
Booleanization and DeMorganization of a topos Sh(C, J) are more
naturally desribed in terms of the representation Sh(C˜, J |C˜). Speially,
by Proposition 2.5 [1℄ and its well-known analogue for the Booleanization,
the Booleanization (resp. DeMorganization) of Sh(C˜, J |C˜) is the topos
Sh(C˜, J |C˜ ∨MC˜) (resp. Sh(C˜, DC˜)).
From the proposition above, we an then dedue that the Booleanization of
Sh(C, J) is the topos Sh(C, Jb) where Jb is the Grothendiek topology on C
dened by: ∅ ∈ Jb(c) for c /∈ C˜, S ∈ Jb(c) if and only if S ⊇ T for some
T ∈ DC˜(c), for c ∈ C˜; similarly, the DeMorganization of Sh(C, J) is the
topos Sh(C, Jm) where Jm is the Grothendiek topology on C dened by:
∅ ∈ Jm(c) for c /∈ C˜, S ∈ Jm(c) if and only if S ⊇ T for some
T ∈ (MC˜ ∨ J)(c), for c ∈ C˜.
Now, let us present an alternative view of Booleanizations and
DeMorganizations.
Proposition 6.2. Let E be an elementary topos. Then:
(i) The double negation topology ¬¬ on E is the smallest loal operator b on
E suh that all the monomorphisms of the form A ∨ ¬A֌ E for a
subobjet A֌ E in E are b-dense;
(ii) The De Morgan topology on E is the smallest loal operator m on E
suh that all the monomorphisms of the form ¬A ∨ ¬¬A֌ E for a
subobjet A֌ E in E are m-dense.
Proof (i) By Theorem 2.4 [1℄, the double negation topology ¬¬ on E is
the smallest loal operator j on E suh that the anonial monomorphism
(⊤,⊥) : 2 = 1∐ 1֌ Ω is j-dense. Now, observe that for any subobjet
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A֌ E in E , the subobjet A∨¬A֌ E is the pullbak of (⊤,⊥) along the
lassifying map of A֌ E; so if (⊤,⊥) is j-dense for a loal operator j on E
then also A ∨ ¬A֌ E is j-dense (reall that a monomorphism l is j-dense
if and only if the assoiated sheaf funtor aj sends l to an isomorphim, so
that our laim follows from the fat that assoiated sheaf funtors preserve
pullbaks). Conversely, note that the subobjet (⊤,⊥) is itself of the form
A ∨ ¬A֌ E, for A֌ E equal to ⊤ : 1֌ Ω.
(ii) The De Morgan topology m on E is by denition (see [1℄) the smallest
loal operator j on E suh that the anonial monomorphism
(⊤,⊥) : 2 = 1∐ 1֌ Ω¬¬ is j-dense. Let us argue similarly as above. For
any subobjet A֌ E in E , the subobjet ¬A ∨ ¬¬A֌ E is the pullbak
of (⊤,⊥) along the lassifying map of ¬A֌ E; so if (⊤,⊥) is j-dense for a
loal operator j on E then also ¬A∨¬¬A֌ E is j-dense. Conversely, note
that the subobjet (⊤,⊥) is itself of the form ¬A ∨ ¬¬A֌ E, for A֌ E
equal to ⊤ : 1֌ Ω¬¬. 
In order to highlight the relationship between the denition of double
negation topology (resp. De Morgan topology) on an elementary topos
given in [1℄ and the haraterization of Proposition 6.2, we observe a ouple
of useful fats (we aknowledge that the following result was stated without
proof in [4℄).
Proposition 6.3. Let E be an elementary topos and j ≤ ¬¬ a loal
operator on E with assoiated sheaf funtor aj : E → shj(E). Let ¬ and ¬
j
denote respetively the operation of pseudoomplementation of subobjets in
E and in shj(E). Then for any subobjet A֌ E in E , aj(¬A) ∼= ¬
jaj(A).
In partiular, if A֌ E lies in shj(E) then ¬
jA ∼= ¬A.
Proof The thesis follows as a onsequene of the following two fats.
(1) It is well-known that j ≤ ¬¬ if and only if the assoiated sheaf funtor
aj sends non-zero subobjets to non-zero subobjets.
(2) Every subobjet D֌ aj(E) in shj(E) of an objet of the form aj(E) is
of the form aj(C) for some subobjet C ֌ E in E (indeed, D֌ aj(E) is
j-losed as a subobjet in E and hene its lassifying map fators through
Ωj ֌ Ω; if χ : aj(E)→ Ωj is this fatorization then the omposite of the
map E → Ωj orresponding to χ via the adjuntion with the
monomorphism Ωj ֌ Ω is easily seen to lassify a subobjet C ֌ E
satisfying aj(C) ∼= D).
Now, the inequality aj(¬A) ≤ ¬
jaj(A) holds for any j (sine aj preserves
the zero-objet and intersetions of subobjets) while the inequality
¬jaj(A) ≤ aj(¬A) an be proved as follows. By (2), the subobjet
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¬jaj(A)֌ aj(E) is of the form aj(C) for some C ֌ E; so we have
aj(C ∩ A) = aj(C) ∩ aj(A) = ¬
jaj(A) ∩ aj(A) = 0 and hene by (1)
C ∩ A = 0 i.e. C ≤ ¬A from whih it follows that aj(C) ≤ aj(¬A), as
required.
The last part of the proposition follows from the rst by observing that if
A֌ E lies in shj(E) then A ∼= aj(A) and hene ¬
jA ∼= aj(¬A); but
¬A֌ E is ¬¬-losed and hene j-losed (sine j ≤ ¬¬), from whih it
follows that aj(¬A) ∼= ¬A. 
In partiular, the proposition shows that the pseudoomplementation of a
subobjet in a Grothendiek topos Sh(C, J) orresponds via the equivalene
Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(C˜, J |C˜) to the pseudoomplementation in the presheaf topos
[C˜op,Set] of the image of it under the equivalene.
Proposition 6.4. Let E be a Grothendiek topos Sh(C, J) and m : A֌ E
a monomorphism in E . Given a loal operator j′ on E orresponding to a
Grothendiek topology J ′ ⊇ J on C, A֌ E is j′-dense if and only if for
eah e ∈ E(c) the sieve SA(c,e) := {f : d→ c | E(f)(e) ∈ A(d)} in C is
J ′-overing. In partiular, the smallest loal operator j′ on E suh that
A֌ E is j′-dense orresponds to the Grothendiek topology J ′ ⊇ J
generated over J by the olletion of sieves SA(c,e) as (c, e) varies in the
ategory of elements of the funtor E.
Proof Let us denote by aj′ : E → shj′(E), aJ : [C
op,Set]→ Sh(C, J) and
aJ ′ : [C
op,Set]→ Sh(C, J ′) the assoiated sheaf funtors; then m is j′-dense
if and only if aj′(m) is an isomorphism. But aj′(m) ∼= aj′(aJ(m)) ∼= aJ ′(m),
where m is regarded here as a subobjet in [Cop,Set]. Now, aJ ′(m) is an
isomorphism if and only if m is cJ ′-dense, where cJ ′ is the universal losure
operator on [Cop,Set] orresponding to J ′, if and only if cJ ′(m) = E i.e. for
any e ∈ E(c), SA(c,e) ∈ J
′(c) (fr. formula (6) p. 235 [7℄). 
Remark 6.5. Or ourse, the proposition assumes a partiularly simple
form if E is representable, say E = C(−, c); in fat, the monomorphisms
A֌ E an be identied with sieves S on c and hene the smallest loal
operator j′ on E suh that S֌ E is j′-dense orresponds to the
Grothendiek topology J ′ ⊇ J generated over J by the sieve S. It is useful
to keep this in mind while working with universal models; for example, if T
is artesian then MTA1 × · · ·MTAn is representable (for any sorts
A1, . . . , An).
By the results in [1℄, given an elementary topos E and a loal operator j on
E suh that j ≤ ¬¬, the Booleanization (resp. DeMorganization) of the
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topos shj(E) is given by the subtopos sh¬¬(E) (resp. shj∨m(E)), where m is
the De Morgan topology on E . Now, these desriptions are easily seen, by
using Proposition 6.3, to be equivalent to the haraterizations given in
Proposition 6.2.
In the ase E is a Grothendiek topos Sh(C, J), Proposition 6.4 provides
another link between the two approahes; indeed, by the proof of
Proposition 6.2, the Booleanization (resp. DeMorganization) of Sh(C, J)
orresponds to the the smallest loal operator l on E suh that the
monomorphism 2֌ Ω (resp. 2֌ Ω¬¬) in E is l-dense, and if J ≤ ¬¬ then
S2(c,R) = R ∨ ¬R (resp. S
2
(c,R) = ¬R ∨ ¬¬R).
Let us reall from [1℄ that, given a Grothendiek topos E with a separating
set G, E is Boolean (resp. De Morgan) if and only if all the subobjet
latties of the form SubE(c) for c ∈ G are Boolean (resp. De Morgan)
algebras. This fat leads to the following result.
Proposition 6.6. Let E be a Grothendiek topos with a separating set G.
Then:
(i) The double negation topology ¬¬ on E is the smallest loal operator b on
E suh that all the monomorphisms of the form A ∨ ¬A֌ E for a
subobjet A֌ E in E with E ∈ G are b-dense;
(ii) The De Morgan topology on E is the smallest loal operator m on E
suh that all the monomorphisms of the form ¬A ∨ ¬¬A֌ E for a
subobjet A֌ E in E with E ∈ G are m-dense.
Proof Let b be the smallest loal operator j on E suh that all the
monomorphisms of the form A∨¬A֌ E for a subobjet A֌ E in E with
E ∈ G are j-dense. Then b ≤ ¬¬ and, by Proposition 6.3 and the riterion
stated before the proposition, the topos shb(E) is Boolean; thus, sine ¬¬ is
the smallest dense loal operator j on E suh that shj(E) is Boolean,
b = ¬¬, as required.
Part (ii) follows analogously to Part (i), by realling that the De Morgan
topology on E is the smallest dense loal operator j on E suh that shj(E)
satises De Morgan's law. 
Proposition 6.6, together with Proposition 2.6, provides us with a
onvenient approah to test whether the lassifying topos E of a given
geometri theory T is Boolean (resp. De Morgan) or not: E is Boolean
(resp. De Morgan) if and only if all the subobjet latties of the form
SubE(MA1 × · · · ×MAn) where M is a universal model of T in E are
Boolean (resp. De Morgan) algebras.
This approah is also oneptually enlightening sine, by Theorem 2.4,
universal models are unifying elements of syntax and semantis. More
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preisely, the link between it and our syntati riteria for a geometri
theory to be Boolean (resp. De Morgan) is exatly provided by Theorem
5.1. In fat, foring a property of subobjets in E of MA1 × · · · ×MAn to
hold in a subtopos shj(E) of E exatly orresponds to foring the logial
property of geometri formulae orresponding to them via Theorem 5.1 to
hold in the quotient T′ of T orresponding to the subtopos shj(E) via
Theorem 3.6 [2℄; indeed, by Lemma 2.3, the image of M under the
assoiated sheaf funtor aj is a universal, and hene onservative, model of
T′. For example, foring B ∨ ¬B֌MA1 × · · · ×MAn to be an
isomorphism orresponds (by Lemma 5.2) to foring φ ∨ ¬Tφ to be
T′-provably equivalent to ⊤, where B֌MA1 × · · · ×MAn is the
interpretation of φ in M .
For another appliation of Proposition 6.6, onsider a quotient T′ of a
theory of presheaf type T suh that its assoiated T-topology J on
f.p.T-mod(Set)op is subanonial. We an desribe the Booleanization
(resp. DeMorganization) of the lassifying topos Sh(f.p.T-mod(Set)op, J) of
T′ as follows. Jb (resp. Jm) is generated over J by the sieves of the form
S ∨ ¬S (resp. ¬S ∨ ¬¬S) for a J-losed sieve S in f.p.T-mod(Set)op, where
the lattie operations ∨ and ¬ on subobjets are taken in
Sh(f.p.T-mod(Set)op, J).
Now our aim is to relate the approah to Booleanizations (resp.
DeMorganizations) of Grothendiek toposes based on the notion of dense
topology (resp. De Morgan topology) on a ategory to the point of view of
universal models presented in this paper. Speially, we show how it is
possible, under appropriate hypotheses, to naturally onvert a
ounterexample to a Grothendiek topos Sh(C, J) being Boolean (resp. De
Morgan) i.e. a sieve R in C suh that R ∨ ¬R /∈ J |C˜ (resp.
¬R ∨ ¬¬R /∈ J |C˜) into a logial ounterexample to a theory T lassied by
Sh(C, J) being Boolean (resp. De Morgan) i.e. a geometri formula φ over
the signature of T suh that φ ∨ ¬Tφ
T
6∼ ⊤ (resp. ¬Tφ ∨ ¬T¬Tφ
T
6∼ ⊤).
Let (C, J) be a Grothendiek site and C˜ the full subategory of C on the
objets whih are not J-overed by the empty sieve. Reall that, by the
Comparison Lemma, Sh(C, J) ≃ Sh(C˜, J |C˜). As observed in Example
C2.2.4 [6℄, the full embedding C˜op →֒ Cop gives rise to a geometri inlusion
[C˜op,Set]→ [Cop,Set] whose inverse image is the obvious restrition map;
this inlusion is isomorphi (via the Comparison Lemma) to the anonial
inlusion Sh(C, JC) →֒ [C
op,Set] where JC is the Grothendiek topology on
C dened by saying that a sieve R on c is JC-overing if and only if it
ontains all the morphisms from objets of C˜ to c.
Now, suppose that C is the opposite of the ategory of nitely presentable
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models of a theory of presheaf type T over a signature Σ. Then the
subtopos [C˜op,Set] ≃ Sh(C, JC) →֒ [C
op,Set] of the lassifying topos
[Cop,Set] of T orresponds via Theorem 3.6 [2℄ to a quotient TC˜ of T
lassied by [C˜op,Set]; we will refer to this quotient as the C˜-redut of T.
By Lemma 2.3, the image MT
C˜
:= aJC(MT) of the universal model MT of T
under the assoiated sheaf funtor aJC : [C
op,Set]→ Sh(C, JC) is a universal
model of TC˜ ; but for any sort A, aJC(MT)A is the restrition of the funtor
MTA to the ategory C˜ and hene Theorem 3.1 yields the following expliit
desription of the universal model MT
C˜
of TC˜ in [C˜
op,Set]: for any sort A of
Σ and any M ∈ C˜, (MT
C˜
A)M = MA.
Now, J , as a Grothendiek topology on f.p.T-mod(Set)op, is the assoiated
T-topology of a quotient T′ of T. We note that that for any geometri
formula φ over Σ, ¬T
′
φ
T′
∼ ¬TC˜φ. Indeed, by denition of C˜, J |C˜ is dense and
hene, by Proposition 6.3, the assoiated sheaf funtor
aJ |
C˜
: [C˜op,Set]→ Sh(C˜, J |C˜) preserves pseudoomplementation of
subobjets. But MT′ := aJ |
C˜
(MT
C˜
) is a universal model of T′ and hene
[[¬T
′
φ]]M
T′
= ¬[[φ]]M
T′
= ¬aJ |
C˜
([[φ]]MT
C˜
) = aJ |
C˜
(¬[[φ]]MT
C˜
) =
aJ |
C˜
([[¬TC˜φ]]MT
C˜
) = [[¬TC˜φ]]M
T′
, where the rst and fourth equalities follow
from Lemma 5.2 and the seond and fth equalities follow from the fat
that assoiated sheaf funtors preserve the interpretation of geometri
formulae. Therefore, by the onservativity of universal models, it follows
that ¬T
′
φ
T
′
∼ ¬TC˜φ, as required. We note that, passing from TC˜ to its
Booleanization (resp. DeMorganization) T′′ fores all the properties of the
form Z
T
C˜
φ (resp. Z
T
C˜
¬
T
C˜φ
) not to hold in any T′′-model in a Grothendiek
topos.
Let us now suppose that T is artesian and that all the representing objets
FA1,...,An of the funtors MTA1 × · · · ×MTAn : f.p.T-mod(Set)→ Set (for
any sorts A1, . . . , An of Σ) lie in C˜; under these hypotheses, we an easily
turn a `ategorial' ounterexample to the lassifying topos of T′ being
Boolean (resp. De Morgan) into a logial ounterexample to T′ being
Boolean (resp. De Morgan).
First, we note that if the lassifying topos of T′ is not Boolean (resp. De
Morgan) then there must be a sieve R on an objet of the form FA1,...,An
providing a ountexample, sine any objet in the (artesian) syntati
ategory of T injets into an objet of the form {xA1 , . . . , xAn . ⊤} (pullbak
funtors, being logial, preserve all the Heyting operations between
subobjets, fr. also Remark 1.6(b) [1℄).
Then, given a sieve R in C˜ on FA1,...,An, by logial ompleteness of universal
models, R is the interpretation in the universal model of TC˜ in [C˜
op,Set] of
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a geometri formula φ(xA1, . . . , xAn) over Σ. Now, if
R ∨ ¬R /∈ J |C˜(FA1,...,An) (resp. ¬R ∨ ¬¬R /∈ J |C˜(FA1,...,An)) then, by the
preeding disussion, φ ∨ ¬T
′
φ
T′
6∼ ⊤ (resp. ¬T
′
φ ∨ ¬T
′
¬T
′
φ
T′
6∼ ⊤).
Another interesting ase to onsider is the theory T of at funtors on C
and its quotient T′ of J-ontinuous at funtors on C, whih, by
Diaonesu's theorem, is lassied by the topos Sh(C, J). The universal
model U ′ of T′ in Sh(C, J) assigns to eah sort c ∈ C of the signature of T′
the funtor aJ(C(−, c)), where aJ : [C
op,Set]→ Sh(C, J) is the assoiated
sheaf funtor. Now, given a sieve R in C˜ suh that R ∨ ¬R is not
J |C˜-overing (resp. ¬R ∨ ¬¬R is not J |C˜-overing), we have by Proposition
6.3 that aJ(R) ∨ ¬aJ(R) ∼= aJ(R ∨ ¬R) ≇ aJ(C(−, c)) (resp.
¬aJ (R) ∨ ¬¬aJ (R) ∼= aJ(¬R ∨ ¬¬R) ≇ aJ(C(−, c))); hene the geometri
formula φ over the signature of T′ whose interpretation in the universal
model U ′ is aJ(R) satises φ ∨ ¬
T′φ
T′
6∼ ⊤ (resp. ¬T
′
φ ∨ ¬T
′
¬T
′
φ
T′
6∼ ⊤), thus
providing a ounterexample to the theory T′ being Boolean (resp. De
Morgan).
Given a general Grothendiek site (C, J), a notable advantage of working
with the redued site (C˜, J |C˜) is that, sine J |C˜ ≤ ¬¬C˜ , every sieve in C˜ of
the form ¬R is automatially J |C˜-losed (being ¬¬-losed); an appliation
of this fat is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 6.7. Let T be a theory of presheaf type with universal model
MT in [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] (as in Theorem 3.1) and J a Grothendiek
topology on f.p.T-mod(Set)op suh that every J-overing sieve is non-empty.
Then, given φ = φ(xA1, · · · , xAn) and a subobjet E ֌MTA1 × · · ·MTAn in
[f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] suh that [[φ]]MT = ¬E in [f.p.T-mod(Set),Set], for
any M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set) and ~a ∈MA1 × · · ·MAn,
{f : M → N in f.p.T-mod(Set) | f(~a) ∈ [[φ]]N} ∈ J(M) implies ~a ∈ [[φ]]M .
Proof This follows at one from the fat that any subobjet in
[f.p.T-mod(Set),Set] of the form ¬E is D-losed, where D is the dense
topology on f.p.T-mod(Set)op, and our hypothesis that J ≤ D, by realling
the expression for [[~x . φ]]MT
J
derived in setion 4 above. 
Note that, by using the expliit expression for MT given in Theorem 3.1, the
ondition [[φ]]MT = ¬E rewrites as follows: for any M ∈ f.p.T-mod(Set),
[[~x . φ]]M = {(a1, · · · , an) ∈MA1 × · · ·MAn | for all f : M → N
in f.p.T-mod(Set) | f(a1, · · · an) /∈ E(N)} .
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As we shall see in the next setion, this proposition an be protably used
to establish `losure results' for various mathematial properties.
The proposition is most notably applied in onnetion to reduts of theories
T of presheaf type suh that the funtor MTA1 × · · ·MTAn : C˜
op → Set is
representable by an objet FA1,...,An, so that subobjets of MTA1× · · ·MTAn
in [C˜op,Set] orrespond to sieves on FA1,...,An in C˜. In fat, the operation of
pseudoomplementation of sieves in a presheaf topos [Cop,Set] is
uninteresting when the ategory C has a lot of struture; for example, if C
satises the right Ore ondition (notie that this is always the ase if C is
opposite of the ategory of models of a artesian theory) then, given a sieve
R on c ∈ C, ¬R = ∅ if R is non-empty and ¬R = Mc if R is empty.
7 Examples
(i) Let T be the algebrai theory of ommutative rings with unit. The
signature Σ of T is one-sorted and onsists of two binary funtion symbols
+ and ·, one unary funtion symbol − and two onstants 0 and 1. Let T′ be
the theory of non-trivial rings i.e. the quotient of T obtained by adding the
sequent (0 = 1 ⊢[] ⊥). Let C := f.p.T-mod(Set) be the ategory of nitely
presented (equivalently, nitely generated) rings and C˜ be the full
subategory of it on the non-zero rings.
Consider the following geometri formulae over Σ: φ1(x) ≡ (∃y)(x · y = 1),
whih says that an element is invertible, φ2(x) ≡∨
n∈N
(xn = 0), whih says
that an element is nilpotent, and φ3(x) ≡ (x = 0). Adopting the notation of
setion 3, let us denote by R1 the sieve in C˜
op
generated by the single arrow
d([φ1]) : M{x.⊤} →M{x.φ1}. We proved in [1℄ that
¬R1 = {f : M{x.⊤} →M in C˜ | f(ξ⊤) ∈ [[φ2]]M} and
¬¬R1 = {f : M{x.⊤} →M in C˜ | f(ξ⊤) ∈ [[φ1]]M} = R1, where the
pseudoomplementation ¬ is taken in the presheaf topos [C˜,Set]; similarly,
one an prove that the sieve R3 in C˜ generated by the single arrow d([φ3])
satises ¬R3 = {f : M{x.⊤} →M in C˜ | f(ξ⊤) ∈ [[φ1]]M} = R1. Now, from
the results of setion 3, we have that [[φ1]]M
T′
= R1,
[[φ2]]M
T′
= {f : M{x.⊤} →M in C˜ | f(ξ⊤) ∈ [[φ2]]M} = ¬R1 and
[[φ3]]M
T′
= R3, where MT′ is the universal model of T
′
in [C˜,Set]. Hene
¬T
′
φ2
T
′
∼ ¬T
′
φ3
T
′
∼ φ1 and ¬
T′φ1
T
′
∼ φ2. Notie that it follows from these
relations that the sequent ⊤ ⊢x φ3 ∨ φ1 is provable in the Booleanization of
T′ and that the sequent (⊤ ⊢x (∃y)(x · y = 1)∨ (∨
n∈N
(xn = 0))) is provable in
the DeMorganization of T′. Also, it follows from Theorem 5.4 that the
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property of an element of a (nitely generated) ring to be neither invertible
nor nilpotent is not denable by a geometri formula over Σ.
Now, let us onsider the following quotients of T′: the theory Tl (resp. Td)
of loal rings (resp. of integral domains) as axiomatized in [1℄, and the
oherent theory Tf of elds i.e. the quotient of T
′
obtained by adding to it
the sequent (⊤ ⊢x (x = 0) ∨ (∃y)(x · y = 1)). The T
′
-topologies on C˜op
assoiated to Tl, Td and Tf will be denoted respetively by Jl, Jd and Jf .
These topologies have the following desriptions:
Jl is the restrition to C˜ of the Zariski topology on C and hene is dened
by: S ∈ Jl(A) if and only if S ontains a nite family
{ξsi : A→ A[si
−1] | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} of anonial inlusions ξsi : A→ A[si
−1] in
f.p.T-mod(Set) where {s1, . . . , sn} is any set of non-nilpotent elements of A
whih is not ontained in any proper ideal of A (fr. [1℄);
Jd is given by: S ∈ Jd(A) if and only if S ontains a nite family
{πai : A→ A/(ai) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} of anonial projetions πai : A→ A/(ai) in
f.p.T-mod(Set) where {a1, . . . , an} is any set of non-invertible elements of
A suh that a1 · . . . · an = 0;
Jf is generated by the sieves whih ontain families of the form
(ξa : A→ A[a
−1], πa : A→ A/(a)), where a is a neither nilpotent nor
invertible element of A.
Notie that all the Grothendiek topologies Jl, Jd and Jf are dense on C˜
op
;
in partiular, the Booleanizations of the theories T′, Tl, Td all oinide with
the Booleanization of the theory Tf of elds.
Let us now apply Proposition 6.7 in the ontext of our topologies Jl, Jd and
Jf ; observe that, by the alulations above, one an take the property φ to
be either φ1 or φ2.
For example, if φ is φ1 (resp. φ2) and J is Jl then we get the following
result:
for any nitely generated ring A and set {s1, . . . , sn} of non-nilpotent
elements of A whih is not ontained in any proper ideal of A, for any
a ∈ A, a is invertible (resp. nilpotent) in A if and only if for eah
i = 1, . . . , n, ξsi(a) is invertible (resp. nilpotent) in A[si
−1].
If we take φ to be φ1 (resp. φ2) and J to be Jf then Proposition 6.7 gives:
for any nitely generated ring A and any neither nilpotent nor invertible
element s ∈ A, for any a ∈ A, a is invertible (resp. nilpotent) in A if and
only if ξs(a) is invertible (resp. nilpotent) in A[s
−1] and πs(a) is invertible
(resp. nilpotent) in A/(s).
Let us now extrat from the ideas underlying Proposition 6.7 a diret proof
of the `invertible' version of the latter result.
Given an element a ∈ A suh that ξs(a) is invertible in A[s
−1] and πs(a) is
invertible in A/(s), onsider the ring B := A/(a) and the natural projetion
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map l : A→ B. From the fat that we have ommutative squares
A
πs

l // B

A
ξs

l // B

A/(s) // B/(l(s)) A[s−1] // B[l(s)−1]
in the ategory of (nitely generated) rings, it follows that both B/(l(s))
and B[l(s)−1] must be the zero-ring; indeed, our hypotheses imply that the
image of a under the diagonal arrow A→ B/(l(s)) (resp. A→ B[l(s)−1]) is
both an invertible and zero element of the ring B/(l(s)) (resp. B[l(s)−1]).
Then B must itself be the zero ring i.e. a must be inverible in A, as
required.
Of ourse, eah of the above-mentioned results an also be proved
`onretely' by using algebrai manipulation, but we emphasize that the
point of view oered by Proposition 6.7 has the advantage of providing a
unifying framework for all these problems, whih might otherwise seem to
be unrelated to eah other.
Finally, notie that if Z is a quotient of T′ having enough models and suh
that the assoiated T′-topology of Z is dense on C˜ (for example Z an be
any of the quotients of T′ whih we onsidered above) then the syntati
relation
Z
∼ between formulae an be rephrased semantially in terms of
denable properties. For example, the fat that ¬Zφ3 Z-provably implies φ1
rephrases as follows. Let P (x) be a property of elements of Z-models whih
is never satised by zero; if P is denable by a geometri formula over the
signature of rings then any element of a Z-model satisfying P is invertible.
(ii) Let T be the artesian theory T of von Neumann regular rings.
There is a notion of harateristi char(R) of suh a ring R; speially,
char(R) = {p ∈ P∪{0} | char(R/M) = p for some maximal ideal M ⊆ R} .
Now, for every subset L of P ∪ {0} there is a geometri formula φL in the
empty ontext asserting that the harateristi (of a nitely presented von
Neumann regular ring) is ontained in L. In [3℄ it is shown that, given A
and B omplementary subsets of P, φA
T′
∼ ¬T
′
φB and φB
T′
∼ ¬T
′
φA where T
′
is the quotient of T given by the theory of elds. Moreover, it is shown, by
working inside the universal model of T′, that φA ∨ φB
T
′
6∼ ⊤; hene,
Theorem 5.4 gives that the property of nitely presented von Neumann
regular rings to have harateristi {0} is not denable by a geometri
formula in the signature of T (fr. also [3℄).
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